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ABSTRACT 
Turbine rotors used in the electric power industry are subject to 
fatigue cracking in service. Weld repair of rotors is currently being 
considered as an alternative to rotor replacement when cracking occurs, 
However, rotor steels include heat treatable CrMoV and NiCrMoV forging 
grades containing up to 0.35% C and weld repair of rotors has not been 
traditionally considered because steels of similar chemistry have been 
known to crack when welded. 
An investigation was undertaken to evaluate the susceptibility of 
rotor steels to hydrogen-induced cold cracking and stress relief crack-
ing, defects known to occur when welding alloy steels. Small-scale 
weldability tests evaluated the crack sensitivity of 1950 1s vintage 
rotors, modern rotor forgings, and several weldable engineering steels 
for comparison purposes. 
The Granjon Implant test demonstrated that rotor steels are cold 
crack sensitive, however, the commonly used carbon equivalent formula 
cannot adequately rank rotor steels in terms of crack sensitivity as 
considerable variation in susceptibility vas observed for similar carbon 
equivalents. 
Tho Lehigh Restraint test confirmed the results 01'. the implant test 
and determined that cold cracking is avoidable in rotor steels if 
adoquato praboat tompcratures aroused. Polished sections 0£ rostrnint 
apochurn1 1unoot:cd that unganolO sulUdc tncluetons uy ·tntctotc cold 
crncb. 
Tho roatrnint toat nlao daaonatrntad that ntroH roUo{ cracking 
KvmdUvHy of rotur DttmlK J,t ~,nor undor nom:11 wldtng conditJ.ons, 
I 
but artificial heat affected zone studies produced in a GLEEBLE 
simulator showed that stress relief cracking can occur in these 
materials under severe conditions of welding. 
Electron metallography determined that both cold cracking and 
stress relief cracking have intergranular fracture modes in turbine 
rotor steels. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Turbine rotors used in the electric power industry are fabricated 
from heat treatable CrMoV and NiCrMoV steels. Due to operation at 
elevated temperatures over periods of many years, these rotors become 
damaged due to several forms of cracking. 
Most turbine rotor cracking results from fatigue. (l-3) Although 
rotors are designed against fatigue, this potential problem is inherent 
in all rotating equipment, and even careful design has not prevented its 
occurrence. A second cause for failure is creep-induced cracking. 
While··most turbine materials are intended to operate below the range of 
temperatures known to cause significant creep, there are locations where 
it regularly occurs and can lead to cracking, A third cause for crack-
ing is stress corrosion or corrosion related phenomena. Although both 
selection of materials and environmental control in the turbine rotor 
system should eliminate this, corrosion still occurs and thus is a cause 
for rotor down time and outage. 
When a turbine rotor becomes signlflcantly damaged, the utility 
must remove tho unit from service, and purchase povor at substantial 
cost until a replacement rotor arrives. Wold repair of turbine rotors, 
if feasible, offers opportunity for significant savings to electric 
utilities and their customers. Such repairs could reduce replacement 
powor costs by roatoring a cracked rotor and returning it to service 
until 4 nav rotor arrives. Particularly successful ropniro could 
olialnato tho need to order o ncu rotor entirely. 
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Although the potential advantages of weld repair are recognized, 
such procedures have not been traditionally considered. One reason for 
this is that the compositions of rotor alloys are not considered 
amendable to welding. These steels must be quenched and tempered to 
achieve the levels of strength required for service. As a consequence, 
carbon contents up to 0.35% are typical, as are moderate levels of 
alloys such as Ni, Cr, Mo, and V added for harr~nability. These alloy 
additions have been known to lead to cracking during the welding process 
or shortly thereafter. 
Another factor discouraging the undertaking of weld repair is the 
geometry of the turbine area to be repaired and any distortion which may 
result. An additional consideration includes the effectiveness of 
nondestructive evaluation techniques for a weld-repaired rotor. 
Finally, the properties of the resulting weld-repaired rotor, including 
strength, toughness, creep, and fatigue behavior must be included in any 
repair versus replacement decision. 
When considering the weldability of rotor steels, tvo types of 
weldability are of concern: fabrication weldability and service 
weldability. The former refers to how readily the material can be 
welded without crocking or other defects occurring during tho welding 
process. Tho latter rofors to how well mechanical properties of the 
welded composite (strength, ductility, toughness, etc.) match those 
required of tho bnao metal a.Cter volding. 
In order to evaluate the weldability of turbine rotor steels, 
fabrication weldability must be considered first. If the problem of 
fabrication weldability cannot be solved, service weldability is un-
important. 
One of the major threats to the fabrication weldability of low 
alloy steels, such as those traditionally used for turbine rotors, is 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking. This weld defect is associated with the 
combined presence of hydrogen in the steel, a heat affected zone micro-
structure that is partly or wholly martensitic, and tensile stresses at 
the sensitive location. (4) Cold cracking occurs at some temperature 
below the martensite transformation of the steel, immediately upon 
cooling of the weldmcnt or after a period of several hours. 
Another fabrication weldability concern is stress-relief cracking 
or reheat cracking. This phenomenon, a form of intergranular cracking, 
can take place in the coarse-grained region of the weld heat affected 
zone during stress relieving. It is knovn(S) that Cr, Ho, and Vore 
major contributors to this type of cracking in lov alloy steels due to 
precipitation of carbides during post wold hcnt treatment or aubsaquont 
high temperature service. 
When considering the susccpt.ibility of a turbine rotor to the 1:110 
£oms of cracking ciontioned nbovo, one must c:onstdor tho vintage of its 
ateol. Currently, Rtctetlemklng procticcrn used to produce rotor forgings 
lncludo basic electric furnoco melting follovod by vnc:uua pouring. 
Cortntn rotors under conatdoration for rapnir uoro tnbrlcntod In oar Hor 
docndot1 by dr ulting nnd hnvc highor lovoh ot t11purity olcmonu thAn 
thdr aodorn countorpnru produced uaing cloan uool tochnofogy. 1bH@ 
steels are more susceptible to some forms of cracking, for example 
reheat cracking, because of their higher inpurity levels. It may also 
effect cold cracking susceptibility. 
An analysis of the fabrication weldability of rotors must, 
therefore, include testing of both historic and modern rotors in order 
to determine if steel vintage affects susceptibility to hydrogen-induced 
cold cracking or stress-relief cracking. 
In order to determine the fabrication weldability of turbine rotor 
steels, especially with respect to these two forms of cracking, a 
research program was sponsored by a consortium of electric utilities 
associated with the Energy Research Center at Lehigh University on this 
topic. This thesis is a presentation of the results of that 
investigation. 
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Hydrogen-Induced Cold Cracking 
A. General 
BACKGROUND 
Hydrogen-induced cold cracking, also referred to in the 
literature as hydrogen assisted cracking, delayed cracking, underbead 
cracking, and internal hydrogen embrittlement, is one of the major 
threats to the fabrication weldability of hardenable steels. Low alloy 
steels used for turbine rotor forgings are hardenable steels generally 
containing Ni, Cr, Mo, and V, and up to 0.35% C. Consequently, cold 
cracking of these steels is a cause for concern. While a complete 
understanding of the mechanism responsible for cold cracking remains 
elusive, it is known(6) that such cracking is associated with the 
combined presence of three conditions: (i) a source of hydrogen which 
provides a concentration of it in the weld metal, (ii) a low temperature 
transformation product (usually martensite) which is unfavorable because 
of its brittleness, and (iii) restraint and reaction tensile stresses at 
the sensitive location. 
Cold cracking occurs at some temperature below the martensite 
transformation temperature of the steel. Depending upon conditions 
present, cracking can occur upon :1minediate cooling of the weldment or 
after a period of several hours. It has been suggested( 7) that tho 
cracks arc caused by the diffusion of hydrogen into small poraa and 
dialocaUona in tho hont affected zone or wold metal. Hydrogen may bo 
introduced from filler metals, moisture :in oloctroda coverings, shield-
ing gaaoa, on 1urfaco contamination on tho bnao motal. Whon hydrogen 
ta pra11nt in tho aartenuitic aicroatructuro, tonailo acro1101 auch 
1 
lower than the normal cohesive strength of the steel may initiate a 
crack. (B) Stresses from mechanical restraint or applied loads are 
sufficient to cause cold cracking; even those from thermal contractions 
or the martensite phase transformation may be sufficient in some circum-
stances, 
B, Hydrogen-Metal Interactions 
In order to address the specific role of hydrogen in 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking of weldments, a general review of 
hydrogen-metal interactions should be considered. 
Hydrogen-metal interactions studied to date are broadly 
classified into three categories: (1) hydrogen reaction embrittlement; 
(2) hydrogen environment embrittlement; and (3) internal hydrogen 
embrittlement. These three phenomena are discussed in more detail 
clsewhere.<9> They will be briefly described below. 
1. Hydrogen Reaction Embrittlement 
Hydrogen reaction embrittlemcnt 18 based on the chemical 
reaction of hydrogen with itself, with the metal matrix, or with an 
impurity element within the matrix. Hydrogen from metal processing 
techniques such as malting, pickling, electroplating, or welding can 
react ncnr tho sur!nca or diffuse below the metal surface before it 
rOActs. Nev atnblc hydride phases can be producod(lO) causing 
cmbrittlament which 1ft irravcraibla during room taaparaturo aging 
troataonts. WhUo thin typo of hydrogen-utal intaraction can ba found 
ln valding lending to dofacu carud ••rtnktng., or "U1b oyoo" • it 11 not 
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the type of hydrogen-metal interaction considered responsible for the 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking of concern in this study. 
2, Hydrogen Environment Embrittlement 
This form of hydrogen-metal interaction is caused by the 
exposure of metal to hydrogen bearing or hydrogenous environment re-
sulting in severe loss of strength and toughness of the material. For 
this process to occur it is believed(!!) that molecular hydrogen must 
dissociate to atomic hydrogen. A well known example of this type of 
phenomenon is the interaction of metal with aqueous hydrogen-producing 
environment which leads to stress corrosion cracking in many alloys. 
This type of hydrogen-metal interaction is also not considered 
responsible for hydrogen-induced cold cracking. 
3. Internal Hydrogen Embrittlement 
This third category of hydrogen-metal interactions is con-
sidered responsible for hydrogen-induced cold cracking in wcldments. 
Also kno'IU as hydrogen assisted cracking, internal hydrogen 
cmbrittlcment refers to thnt group of embrittlement problems wherein 
reduction of strength and toughness of a material is induced by hy-
drogen, either in atomic or monotomic fom. The hydrogen becomes 
trapped in tho crystal lattice or trapped a.t sites in the 
aicrostructuro. As opposed to hydrogen reaction ombrittlaaont, internal 
hydrogen oabrittlnont involves no chctmicnl ronctiona. Hydrosan 
environaont ubrittloaont naaU11Gs that thora 11 nn unoxbau1tiblo aupply 
of hydrogcm. Internal hydrogen abrittlCMnt, howovar • involveut hnnaful 
offocu produc:od Croa A Uxad quant:lty of hydrogon, aueh H hydrogen 
boing pickod up during tho proco•• ot volding. For internal hydroaon 
embrittlement to lead to hydrogen-induced cold cracking in weldments, 
three conditions (hydrogen, low temperature transformation product, and 
tensile stress) must be present simultaneously as discussed above. Some 
of the important work done regarding these three conditions is discussed 
below. 
C. Effect of Hydrogen 
In 1940, Zapffe(lZ) found that the solubility of hydrogen in 
iron at room temperature is only 20% that of austenite before it trans-
forms at 910°C (at equilibrium and at 1 atm pressure). Following 
transformation, the resulting supersaturation of hydrogen in the ferrite 
matrix was attributed to be responsible for cracking. Further in-
vestigations have established additional effects of hydrogen on the 
susceptibility of weldments to cracking. Suzuki and his co-workers(ll) 
defined a critical stress for cracking which was found to vary inversely 
with the diffusible hydrogen content. Recently. determination of a 
critical stress for a given hydrogen content has been done using the 
(14 15) (16) Granjon Implant Test. ' Beachum, Johnson, and Stout have 
reported thnt os littlo ns 2 ppm of totol hydrogen may bo sufficient to 
cause. cold crocking. Interrante nnd Stout(lJ) used the Lehigh Restraint 
toot to show that suaceptibtltty to cold cracking vaa directly 
proportional to tho hydrogen content in tho valding otao1pharo. 
A uJor lillitation in tho study or hydrogan-:lnduccd cold 
crack.Ing ta tho problea or quanttrying tho critical concantrntton of 
bydrogon 1n tho dAl:Ulgtd nroa. Hydrogon can oxfat tn a nuabar of 
dtf(oront location• Jn A aotal, including vold1, dl•contlnu1t101, 
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inclusions, etc., which serve as hydrogen traps. It is the mobile, 
diffusible hydrogen that is believed to cause damage not that in 
trapping sites. 
D. Effect of Microstructure 
It is recognized that the susceptibility of a given steel to 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking is strongly dependent on the micro-
structure of the heat-affected zone. The effect of microstructure is 
commonly expressed in terms of a "carbon equivalent" formula, The 
carbon equivalent parameter which is often used, proposed by the 
International Institute of Welding is given as: 
• C + Mn+ Cr+ Mo+ V + Ni+ Cu 
Ceq 6 5 15 
where C, Mn, Cr, etc, are the weight percent composition of each element 
in the steel of concern. The carbon equivalent is, in effect, a measure 
of the hnrdenability of the steel and is similar to empirical formulae 
used to determine the Ms tempernture of steels. It has been observed 
that sensitivity to hydrogen-induced cold cracking increases pro-
grodvely as the M
8 
temperature becomes lower. 
A typical interpretation of the carbon equivalent formula used 
by the welding :Industry is as follows. For steels whoro C < 0.40, eq 
thora 1s little c.oncorn over cold crncking. Such ataalu are considered 
easily woldnblo. For atooll vhcro 0.40 $. C
0q .S 1.00, cold cracking 114Y 
ba lnrgoly prcvontod if pracauUons 1uch na prohonting (to lover tho 
cooling rato o[ tho wldunt) arc utUizad. Steal, for which C oq > l. 00 
nro considorcd difUcult to v&,ld. To pravont dcla1ad crnck!ng, high 
11 
preheating temperatures are generally required as well as post weld heat 
treatment. The C values of turbine rotor steels approach unity or eq 
exceed it in many cases, suggesting that cold cracking is a cause for 
concern. It must be kept in mind that carbon equivalent formulae can 
only be applied to the type of steels for which they are experimentally 
derived. The formulae are usually developed for plain C-Mn or con-
ventional low-alloy steels, Thus, for many steel alloys, small scale 
weldability tests are utilized to assess cold cracking susceptibility, 
such as those used in this study to evaluate turbine rotor steels. 
The maximum hardness obtained in the weld heat affected zone 
has been proposed as a convenient indicator of cold cracking sus-
septibility. Susceptible microstructures were considered(lS) to be 
those with an as quenched hardness greater than 350 VHN. However, since 
several factors contribute to hydrogen-induced cold cracking, it has 
been shown(l9) that HAZ hardness alone does not provide a reliable index 
of cold crocking sensitivity. Thus, cold cracking susceptibility should 
bo directly related to the microstructure itself. Detailed 
microstructur4l-o.ffect studies(20) have shown that tvinnod wirtensite is 
more susceptible than slippo.d martansito, bainite co~posod of fine 
ferrite laths h11u f..ntormedinte susceptibility, nnd low carbon 
auto-teaporad nartonsitc has low susceptibility. 
E. Effect of Straas 
Raddual atroseoa thnt occur during tho fabricnUon of voldod 
nructuroa hnva baon cln11Htoi20 ,Into U) roatdunl vdding atroHoa 
that aro produced in. th, vctldlng of unroatralnod aoabora. and (U) 
1Z 
reaction stresses that are caused by external restraint, By its nature, 
the welding process creates extreme thermal gradients which give rise to 
local strains in the weld metal and heat affected zone. The weld area 
is constrained by the surrounding base material, and residual stresses 
in the weldment result upon cooling. The magnitude of the peak local 
stress can approach the ultimate strength of the material, although the 
average can be in the plastic or even elastic stress range, The final 
magnitude of such stress is related to the length of the weld deposited, 
the welding sequence, the consumable used, and the joint geometry, The 
thermal stresses tend to be maximum in those regions which are heated to 
the highest temperature and are the last to cool. Thus, high lon-
gitudinal tensile stresses are produced near the weld and compressive 
stresses are produced away from the weld. 
When considering welded joints under external restraint, 
determination of the "intensity of restraint" enables weld crack in-
itiation to be predicted without a detailed knowledge of the stress and 
strain history at the point where cracking is expected, Satoh and 
co-workers<22> define the intensity of restraint as the force per unit 
weld length necessary to give a unit displacement across the weld. n1e 
intensity of restraint describes tho degree of stiffness exhibited by 
the structure during volding. Tho Jnpanoeo cold cracking auaceptibility 
para.motor, Pea' takaa tho intensity nf roatroint into account, along 
v'lth the stcol co11posit1on and the level of dif{ualbla hydrogon. <23> 
It ta rocognlzod tbot tor oU hydrogon-:lnduced cold cracking 
thara la 10n critical atroH balov which cold cracking vUl not occur. 
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The goal of many of the weldability tests used to study cold cracking is 
to determine this critical stress. 
Residual stresses are considered more responsible for 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking than transient thermal stresses. The 
magnitude of the residual stress typically approaches the yield strength 
of the material under conditions of high restraint. In most cases, the 
welded structure relaxes elastically to some degree so that the residual 
stress is lower than yield stress. 
F. Proposed Mechanisms 
There have been five mechanisms proposed to explain the effect 
of hydrogen on the iron-iron bond. These are discussed in more detail 
elsewhere. C24> They are summarized below and are entitled: 
1) Planar pressure theory< 25 •26) 
2) Surface adsorption theory<27 • 28) 
3) Lattice interaction theory< 29> 
4) Lattice decohesion cheory(lO) 
5) Mechanism based on modification of 
Dislocation Kobility(Jl) 
The planar pressure theory proposed that molecular hydrogen 
cnn prcctpitnca into intornnl voids in the lnttica, building up pressure 
sufftcicmt to cauao frncture. Strnin.ing cauaH the voids to cmlarga, 
lovodng tho hydrogen praaauro. If the straining rnto la granter than 
tho roatoradon of hydros.on prctHuro, uabdttlo.unc docroasoa, Re-
duction of to•pornturo baa thta affect boc:auH botta l'Ato of hydrogon 
14 
entry into voids and hydrogen pressure inside the void decrease with 
decreasing temperature. 
The surface adsorption theory suggests that the hydrogen 
already in a metal diffuses to the tip of an internal crack and reduces 
the fracture stress by adsorbing on the crack surface. The theory was 
based on Griffith's criterion using energy considerations and thus 
plasticity effects were ignored. 
The lattice interaction theory suggested that the true frac-
ture strength of the lattice is lowered by hydrogen diffusing under the 
influence of a stress gradient to regions of high triaxial stress within 
the lattice. This result in a loss of lattice cohesion which promotes 
perfect cleavage. The theory states that electrons from hydrogen atoms 
or ions can enter the d hands of the metallic cores in the transition 
metals. The increased electron concentration produces an increase in 
repulsive forces between metallic cores, and thus a decrease in the 
cohesive strength of the lattice. 
The lattice decohesion theory is based on the lattice in-
teraction theory. The docohesion theory suggests that tho maximum 
cohesive strength of tho lattice is reduced by nn amount proportional to 
an undefined function of tho hydrogen content nt tho crack tip. IC the 
local tonaUo atnaa a.xcaade tho hydrogen-voakonad lattice cohesive 
ntrangth, cracking occurs. 
8cu1ch1a(J1) tntroducetd o aochnnila booed en dislocation 
nobUlty. Tllo thoory dUforod fron tbo trad1Uondly bold concopt that 
h7drogon onhoncu Hpnrntton of Atffftlc bond• by n non-dofomaUon. typo 
docoh@llon ncchanta. tho theory aarou vJ.th ~•rHor propoHl• vbich 
IS 
stated that hydrogen lowers the true fracture strength of the lattice, 
such that dislocation motion and generation are made easier. While 
previous theories proposed that hydrogen locks dislocations in place, 
Beachem suggested that hydrogen unlocks dislocations and allows them to 
move at reduced stresses or generate new dislocations. Beachem also 
proposed that the presence of hydrogen, sufficiently concentrated in the 
lattice just ahead of the crack tip, can aid in whatever deformation 
processes the microstructure will allow. Intergranular, quasicleavage, 
or microvoid coalescence can operate depending upon the microstructure, 
the stress intensity, and the hydrogen concentration. 
The validity of these theories is still debated today, as no 
single theory can explain all of the experimental evidence obtained from 
studies of hydrogen assisted fracture mechanisms. Bcachem's model of 
hydrogen-dislocation interaction appears to be most widely accepted. 
Recent research(JZ,JJ,J4) has supported this theory. 
G. Effect of Steel Vintage 
An important consideration .in this inv,,stigation is the 
possible effect of steel vJntnge on the susceptibility of turbine rotor 
steels to hydrogen-induced cold cracking. In addition to modern rotor 
forgings, which arc usually electric !urnaco melted and vncuua poured, 
nir aoltod and poured, historic rotors aro also under con1idoratJon for 
repair. Those hhtoric utor.lnb ho.va hlghor lcvob of 1apur.lty oloaonta 
and hlahcr inclusion counta, 
Rog.ardfng pontibl@ oUecu ot tho nbovo on cold cracking, tho 
tfnS lnclulion tun, boon tho aubJoct ot tnvHttg.,ttona concorning tu 
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interaction with hydrogen. Unlike other steel inclusions, MnS has a 
coefficient of thermal expansion greater than the steel matrix. Upon 
cooling of the steel from forming or heat treating, shrinkage cavities 
can form at the MnS/metal interfaces. (35) The microvoids surrounding 
the inclusions, rather than the inclusions themselves, serve as hydrogen 
traps. <36) Hydrogen evolution studies have shown that these voids 
retard H2 from evolving from steel for a considerable amount of time, 
though not permanently. <37) Regarding their role in the cold cracking 
problem, several papers have suggested that these sulfide-void sinks 
have a beneficial effect in reducing cold cracking susceptibility. This 
was observed in C-Mn forgings(JS, 39) in the late 1960's and recently in 
HSLA steels. C4D) Modern low sulphur "clean steels" were foun/JS, 39) to 
have higher susceptibility to cold cracking than their historic, air 
melted counterparts of similar alloy content in the CTS test. A recent 
paper(4l) found chat low sulphur clean steels, when welded, will haven 
higher heat affected zone hardness than their historic counterparts. 
From this the authors imply that the low sulphur steels will be more 
susceptible to cold cracking. 
On the other hand, Ridal <42> found thnt low S levels cause no 
additional cold cracking susceptibility whon welding C-Hn cast steels. 
Workers at Rcnaaelaor Polytechnic Inatituto(4J) found that for UY-80, a 
quenched and coapered low alloy stool, microcracka or voids fonaing 
around inclusions can act 118 atraH risers and rn.iH 1uacoptibility to 
cracking. Anothor papcr(4") points out that strou Holda can bu eat up 
nround thHo inclusion& during hetnting and cooling duo to tho 
l1 
differences in coefficient of thermal expansion between the inclusion 
and the steel matrix. 
The role of these inclusions, if any, on the susceptibility of 
rotor steels to cold cracking is a concern of this investigation. 
Stress-Relief Cracking 
A. General 
Stress relief cracking, also known as reheat cracking, may be 
defined as intergranular heat affected zone cracking which occurs during 
the exposure of welded assemblies to elevated temperature, whether by 
post-weld heat treatments or high-temperature service. This form of 
cracking has been observed in a variety of materials, including 
austenitic stainless steels, ferritic creep-resisting steels, low alloy 
structural steels, and nickel-base superalloys. 
Although the exact mechanism has not been clearly established 
in all cases, several similarities exist for such cracking in all 
susceptible materials. The cracks occur solely as a result of residual 
stresses. Cracks are most often found in thick-sectioned weldments 
where restraint is high. The fracture surfaces are intergranular, the 
typical morphology found for high-temperature stress-rupture failures. 
Foiled sped.mens exhibit low ductility, showing little or no evidence of 
dofomation. The cracking has been a problem only in those materials 
which undergo precipitation ronctions, e.g., formation of alloy carbides 
in heat treatable atools or 80Jl!lll4 priao precipitnt!on in nickel-base 
auparolloya. Thh particular fona of crncking vill not occur in c.,itl1or 
pln"in carbon stoola or in nickel nlloya which do not undergo 
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precipitation reactions. It is known that Cr, Mo, and V are major 
contributors to cracking in low alloy steels due to formation of their 
carbides. While precipitation of these carbides is necessary for 
providing the strength required of these steels in service, the strength 
of grains is increased relative to the grain boundary cohesion 
strength. <45 , 4G) Since the delicate balance between resistance to grain 
boundary sliding and resistance to deformation within the coarse-grained 
heat affected zone grains is altered, cracking occurs. The 
intergranular, stress-rupture cracking increases in severity with 
increasing weld restraint and severity of stress concentration. 
B. Cracking in Low Alloy Steels 
Published results on stress relief cracking in turbine rotor 
steels was not available in the public literature, but considerable work 
has been done on low alloy steels which arc close to rotors in com-
position, i.e,, those containing Cr, Mo, and V as alloy additions. 
Since 1960 there has been interest in reheat cracking of Cr-Ho-V 
fcrritic bent-resisting steels used in electric power plants. 
In 1962, Szabo<47) reported that~ Cr I Ho% V steel, when 
austcmitizod at 1300•c Collovad by tampering at 56s•c, exhibited in poor 
tanaUa ductility. Thia ductility ain.lmu,a, whic:h was linked vith 
auscoptlbility to roheat cracking, vu attributed to tho 1olution'lng of 
Ho and V dudng .ouatonit·htng and tho procipitntion of thaac alloy 
cnrbldad during eubacquont tcnpcr1ng. 
8cnt1,C48> •tud:lcd f.; Cr la Ho\ V atool by tubJccttng it ton 
uoo•c au1toniUdng tupornturo follovod by vartoua tcrcparlng cyclH, 
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The precipitation of vanadium carbide was detected by hardness changes 
during tempering. Lower tempering temperatures produced higher hardness 
increments associated with precipitation of fine, dense precipitates. 
Higher tempering temperatures resulted in coarser precipitates which 
were fewer in number, resulting in a smaller increase in hardness. Low 
tempering temperatures and slow heating to the stress-relief temperature 
were said to cause greater embrittlement than rapid heating to higher 
temperatures. Though it is not necessarily strain-induced, carbide 
precipitation was found on slip bands of specimens which had been 
deformed 10% prior to aging. 
German investigatorsC49) also found that impairment of high 
temperature tensile ductility in a Cr-Mo-V steel was strain-rate sensi-
tive. They also recommended heating rapidly to the stress-relief 
temperature to relieve the residual strosocs in the component before 
cracking occurs. 
Stone and Murray,CSO) vorking with a series of Cr-Ho-V steels, 
related ductility to several factors including the amount of grain 
boundary denudation observed in austonitizod and croep-rupturo tested 
spocimcms. High auatenitizing toapernturoa caused v4c3 precipitation 
with n thin prcdpitato denuded zono adjaccmt to tho prior nustonitc 
grain boundaries. ThOlc apoclllona oxhibttod lov ruptura ductility. 
When :1ovor austonitblng t0:apcm1tureta wro uaad, lctsa utrlx proc-
ctpitatlon occurred. Tho grain• voro annUor nnd had vtdor denuded 
zonoo adjacent to tho gr.a.in boundnr!H. Thoao apcctnon.a oxlltbitad htah 
ruptuH ductility. Tho author. tolt tbnr. tho coabinAUon of aora don,o 
utrb prodpltotH and ,uH donudod roglou rorrod tho doforutlon 
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from the strong matrix area to the small volume denuded area. High 
local stresses within the denuded zones were believed to cause fracture. 
Small amounts of Ti or Ti and B together improved the rupture ductility 
of the Cr-Mo-V series steels, though no mechanism for this benefit was 
demonstrated. 
While it is recognized that carbides formed from chromium, 
molydbenum and vanadium are all harmful with regards to stress relief 
cracking in Cr-Mo-V steels, evidence suggests that the latter element is 
particularly deleterious. 
In 1962, Mullery and Cadman(Sl) studied reheat cracking 
susceptibility in 2~Cr lMo, lCr !Mo l/3V, and 3Cr ~Mo 3/4V ~W steels. 
For welding conditions present in their investigation, both of the 
vanadium-bearing grades were found to be crack sensitive as a result of 
the strain-induced precipitation of vanadium carbide in the heat 
affected zone. Local stress raisers, such as hot tears, were required 
to initiate the cracking. The 21t.Cr lMo steel was not crack sensitive 
although substantial precipitncion of the Mof carbide occurred. 
Murray<52> later used the Lehigh restraint test to study 
~rlt>fo steels with V ranging from nil to 0.30%. For the welding process 
nnd parameters used in the investigation, tho 11aafo level" of V vns 
0.25%, above which atro88-relief cracking occurred. 
Myars(Sl) raconcly found similar roaulto when tosting savarnl 
co11110rcfol Cr-Ho-V piptna &tads using a CLEEBLE-Uka npporatua. (A 
htgh-spaad • rcaistnnca-hoat.lng dovica coupled vtth a tcnsUo toeting 
apparatus of ton usod for totting of aillulatcd void heat aff•ctad zon~a.) 
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The author recommended keeping the V content at or below 0.27% in these 
alloys. 
Meitzner and Pense(54) used both the GLEEBLE test and the 
Lehigh restraint test to study A517F and A517J, two quenched and tem-
pered structural steels. They found that the former steel, consisting 
of 3/4Ni, ~Cr, ~Mo, V, and B, was highly susceptible to stress relief 
cracking, while the latter, containing ~Mo and B, was only slightly 
crack sensitive although its sensitivity increased by increasing Mo. 
Pense and his co-workers(SS) later found that A533A, a quenched and 
tempered structural steel containing Cr, ~Mo, and no vanadium, was only 
moderately susceptible to cracking. 
C, Ef feet of Trace Elements 
As discussed earlier, turbine rotors under consideration for 
repair have variations in impurity levels inherently due to changes in 
steel making technology in recent decades. As pointed out earlier, such 
variations in composition lllllY be significant with regards to 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking. Trace elements must also be considered 
in terms of n possible effect on stress-relief cracking. 
In 1972, Myers, (S6) using a GLEEBLE-liko apparatus, and Harris 
and Jones, <57> using tho Lehigh restraint tast and a crack opening 
dtsplacomont test (COD), studied the effects of impuriticu. on tho rahont 
cracking sons1tivity of Js(:rl,Mo~V stool. Results of thoao papers sug• 
goated that Mn, Sb• Cu and Al ara dctriaentnl. Sonlitivity to cracking 
docranned CS6) whon 11 ight lave.la ot Sn or Ti voro addad. 
Myers and Price, (SB) again using a GLEEBLE-like apparatus to 
investigate ~Cr~Mo~V steel, used a parameter, S1 , to evaluate the 
contribution of trace elements to cracking sensitivity. The parameter, 
given as: 
S' = 0.1 Mn+ Cu+ 5 Al - 3 Ti; 
shows the harmful effects of Mn, Cu and especially Al, and the ben-
eficial effect of Ti. The authors state that for reheat cracking to 
occur, the ratio of heat affected zone rupture strength over the parent 
metal strength must be less than unity, and low HAZ ductility must be 
present. 
Whether or not inherent differences in composition of turbine 
rotor steels has an effect on their reheat cracking susceptibility is a 
cause for concern in this study. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Materials 
In order to study the susceptibility of turbine rotor steels to 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking and stress relief cracking, weldability 
tests were performed on two 1950 1 s vintage rotors, two modern rotor 
forgings, and three structural steels used for comparison purposes. 
A. Historic Rotors 
The two 1950's vintage air melted and poured rotors tested include 
the JOPPA rotor and the KANAWAH rotor. 
The JOPPA rotor was a low pressure CrMoV unit placed into service 
in the early 1950 1 s and retired after 17 years of service. 
The KANAWAH rotor was an intermediate pressure NiMoV unit placed 
into service in December, 1953. After several years the unit was 
retired due to bore cracking. 
B. Modern Rotor Forgings 
The two modern rotor forgings tested include a CrMoV steel and a 
NiCrMoV steel. Both of these materials were electric furnace melted and 
vacuum poured. 
The CrHoV forging, manufactured for n high pressure rotor, vaa 
normalized at 101o•c (18S0°F) and tempered at 704°C (1300°P), !ollowed 
by oustonitization at 968°C (1775°F), £on cooling, and doublo tempering 
at 677°c (1230°F). 
The N!CrHoV forging, 1U1nufacturod for a low preaaura rotor, vaa 
nol'111lizad nt 899°C (16S0°F) and toaporod at 63S°C (1l7S°F), follovod by 
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austenitization at 832°C (1530°F), water quenching, and double tempering 
at 623°C (1160°F) and 604°C (1120°F). 
C. Comparison Steels 
Additional steels used for comparison purposes in this study 
include ASTM grades A285, A533, and A517F (Tl). 
Grade A285 is a C-Mn steel used for pressure vessel plates. As a 
plain carbon steel, it should have low susceptibility to 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking. Since it is not heat treatable, stress 
relief cracking is not a concern. 
Grade A533 is a heat-treatable Mn-Mo steel also used for pressure 
vessel plates. As a hardenable alloy steel, A533 would be expected to 
be susceptible to cold cracking. It is known to have moderate sus-
ceptibility to stress relief cracking. <59) 
Grade A517F, commonly referred to as "Tl", is a high-strength, 
heat-treatable alloy steel used for boilers and pressure vessels. Tl 
should exhibit susceptibility to cold cracking and is kno\111 to have 
severe susceptibility to stress relief cracking. (60) 
D. Compositions, Properties, and Microstructures 
The chemical compositions and 1:1ochonicnl properties of all project 
1114toriala arc gi.ven in Table I. BaBOd upon the steel compositions• the 
llW Carbon Equivalent valuou have boon cnlculntod and nre given in Tabla 
2. 
Aa d18cu1aod cnrlior, tba Carbon Equivalent Co:nwla haa not boon 
teated for many alloy atoolo; thoroforo, lt 1orvo1 only a, n poaatblo 
indicator of cold cr4c:ktng 1u1coptibUity. 
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The as-received microstructures of the historic rotors are shown in 
Figure 1, while those of the modern rotor forgings are shown in 
Figure 2. 
All of the structures contain lower bainite, The JOPPA rotor may 
be partially martensitic. The JOPPA rotor has the largest grain size, 
followed by the KANAWAH rotor, the CrMoV forging, and the NiCrMoV 
forging. 
Welding 
A) Process 
For all of the weldability tests performed in this in-
vestigation, the flux cored arc welding (FCAW) process was used, This 
is an arc welding process which produces coalescence of metals by 
heating them with an arc between a continuous filler metal (consumable) 
electrode and the workpiece. (6 l) Shielding is provided by a flux 
contained within the tubular electrode. In one form of the process, 
self-shielded FCAW, the molten metal is protected to some extent through 
the decomposition and vaporization of the flux core by the arc. Another 
form of the pl'ocoss, gas-shielded FCAW, 1114kes use of a protective gas 
flov in addition to the flux core action to shield the arc and the weld 
pool. Gas-shielded FCAW, used in this invostigotton, ta shown 
schematically in Figure 3. 
B) ParAHtora 
For nll v~ld11U1da in thla progroa, £100-TS viro va1 u1cd vlth 
n 7S% Ar-2S% co2 ans 1hiold. Thia coabinatlon. vao aoloctod to glvo a 
blah atrongth veld dopolit coapAtiblct to tho rotor bHo MtcrJnl1 and 
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produce low levels of hydrogen. S, Lathabai(62 ) tested this wire/shield 
combination and determined that an average of 1,0ml hydrogen/lOOg weld 
metal was evolved in the Hydrogen Evolution test. 
One of two weld parameters was used on the various test 
specimens. A heat input of 11.7 kJ/cm (30 kJ/in) was used to study cold 
cracking with the Granjon Implant test and measure diffusible hydrogen, 
while a heat input of 19.8 kJ/cm (50 kJ/in) was used in the Lehigh 
Restraint test for both cold cracking and stress relief cracking 
studies. 
Both of these heat inputs were selected to produce severe 
cooling rates in the weld zone, simulating welding of a heavy section 
forging. For both cases, the current was set within the recommended 
range for the electrode diameter and type, while the travel speed was 
adjusted to obtain the desired heat input. The weld schedules for the 
two testing procedures are given in Tables 3 and 4. The welding was 
carried out on an automatic welding machine with direct current reversed 
polarity (DCRP). 
Diffusible Uydrogen Measul'ement 
Two different spools of EIOO-TS wire wore used in thiu project. 
The firot of these was previously cested(62) for hydrogen evolution. In 
order to assure that the second spool evolved a low hydrogen level 
consistent with tbe first spool, hydrogen evolution teats voro porfonaod 
on tho latter spool. Tbc procedure ueod vaa the euo oe that UIC!d to 
ovolunto tho Urn spool; a procoduro bnacd on tho Japanaao aothod u1ctd 
for moaaurJng diffuaiblo hydrogen contont 41 dcacrtbod in Jnpano10 
Industrial Stondnrd Z 3113-1975. <63> 
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Three specimens (130 nun x 12 mm x 15 mm) were cut from a 
plain-carbon steel plate and heated at 650°C for 1 hour to remove any 
residual hydrogen in the steel. A specimen was weighed, clamped in an 
appropriate copper welding fixture, and subsequently welded according to 
the schedule in Table 3. The entire fixture was water quenched im-
mediately after welding, and the welded specimen was removed from the 
fixture while still immersed, The specimen was dried and introduced 
into a graduated glycerin burette in a glycerin bath held at 45°C. The 
same procedure was repeated for the other two specimens. The three 
specimens were held in their burettes for 48 hours as shown in Figure 4. 
After 48 hours, the volumes of hydrogen collected were noted and the 
specimens were removed, dried, cleaned, and weighed. The volume for 
hydrogen evolved was converted to that at 0°C under 1 atmosphere pres-
sure and expressed as the value for 100g of deposited metal. 
Weldability Tests 
The primary experimental program consisted of three main parts: 
1. Determination of the susceptibility of turbine rotor steels to 
hydrogen-induced cold cracking using the Granjon Implant test. 
2. Determination of the susceptibility of turbine rotor steals to 
stress relief cracking using wold-siMulated fu\Z GLEEBLE tests. 
3. Use of the modified Lehigh Restraint tost to study both cold 
cracking and stress relief cracking suscepUbility and verify results 
obtained from the n!oromontloned tasts. 
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The Granjon Implant Test 
Granjon<64) developed a procedure called the Implant test in which 
a small cylindrical test specimen (known as the "implant") containing a 
circumferential notch is inserted into a hole in a base plate, A test 
weld is subsequently deposited on the top surface of the plate to (i) 
fuse the top end of the test specimen to the plate, (ii) introduce a 
controlled amount of hydrogen to the weldment and (iii) create a weld 
heat affected zone that now contains the circumferential notch. The 
specimen is then dead-weight loaded and the time to failure is noted for 
a series of test performed on a material at different stress levels. 
The implant test has the following distinct advantages: 
1. The stress imposed is independent of the welding procedure 
used. 
2. The tesc specimens are small and simple to machine. 
3. The base plate can be of a different composition than that of 
the implant; it does not actively participate in the test, serving only 
as a heat sink. 
A major difficulty with Granjon'a implant specimen lies in locating 
tho notch properly so that :lt fnlla withln the same llAZ microstructurc 
throughout a aorioa of teats. To nUovinto th:1& problem, SnvhUl (65> 
and his co-vorkors dovctlopcd a modified test, using a helical notch in 
ploco of the a.tnglo circumforentJnl notch. The entire HAZ :Is travaraed 
by tha holical notch, thu1 CaUuro inithtaa ud propngotoo nt tho most 
c:rAck-unottivo arcta conl11tontly. Tho Grnnjon Implant tont, IIOdtUad 
through tho UH of Sm,hUl '• notch, vns utod in thb progrna nnd la 
1hown In d@tAU In FJguro 5. 
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In this program, the following steels were implant tested for 
comparison purposes using the Table 3 weld schedule with no preheat: 
JOPPA rotor, KANAWAH rotor, the conventional CrMoV forging, the conven-
tional NiCrMoV forging, A285, A533, and Tl. In addition, the response 
of the historic rotors to preheat was examined by testing a series of 
JOPPA rotor specimens where the base plate/implant specimen assembly was 
preheated to 204°C (400°F), and a series of KANAWAH rotor specimens 
where the test assembly was preheated to 93°C (200°F). 
Implant specimens were machined with their axes oriented in the 
longitudinal direction of the rotor or forging, or in the rolling 
direction of the plate for the comparison materials. 
In order to develop severe cooling rates throughout the implant 
program, i.e., "thick plate conditions, 11 <66) a low input of 11.7 kJ/cm 
(30 k.J/in) and a rather thick implant base plate (35 mm) verc used 
throughout. It is anticipated that a repair veld done on the surface of 
a massive rotor would be subjected to a very high cooling rate. 
The tests vero carried out on n 111odified creep testing machine, 
ahovn in Figura 6. The uchino provided dead weight loading capacity up 
to SSOO kg. It vaa equipped vith an automatic timer activated at the 
inatnnt of loading nnd stopped by o aicrosvitch on tho loading grill 
upon fnUure of tho apectman. 
Boforo vclding, both the taplant and tho bneo plnta vore dagronatd 
vlth acatono. llithin tw nlnutH or waldlng, vhlcb io tho approxtuto 
tfao raquJred for tho wld to cool to 12s•c, tha h1plant vna loadad J.n 
tho tattt uchJno. Load1 voro utnt11Jnod until rupture occurred. If 
faUura did not occur within 48 hour•, tho •poelDtR vaa Judged unbroken. 
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For each material, a series of specimens were tested over a range of 
loads to obtain a rupture stress vs. time to rupture curve. From this, 
a lower critical stress for cracking for the welding conditions present 
could be determined. 
The GLEEBLE Test 
The GLEEBLE is a high-speed, resistance-heating device coupled with 
a tensile testing apparatus. The GLEEBLE can reproduce any weld HAZ 
thermal cycle requiring a heating rate less than 1694°C/sec 
(J000°F/sec) and a cooling rate, at 538°C (1000°F), of less than 
177°C/sec (350°F/sec). 
Based upon selection of a desired heat input, peak temperature 
(representative of a HAZ location at a short distance from the fusion 
line), plate thickness, and initial plate temperature (preheat), n given 
weld cycle can be computed(67 ) in terms of temperature as a function of 
time. From these data the GLEEBLE computer plots a curve of percent of 
peak millivolts vs. time vhich is then used to sot up the GLEEBLE 
program. 
For this progrruQ, cylindrical, 6.35 aa (~ in) diameter) specimens 
Vctre subjected to a vold thermal cycle oC 39.4 kJ/cm (100 kJ/in) for a 
plato thickness or 2.54 cm (l in). Tho peak tomporaturo vas 1345•c 
Tho coaploto thoraal and atraH cycle is ahown in Figura 17. Tho 
9poc.l11ctna voro hontod to peak tampcraturo, allovad to cool (through 
trAnefornntion) according to the cnlculntad progra, nnd cooled Uncuarly 
to rooa tooporaturo. Fol.lovlng ,a brto( hold nt rooa tcmpor.tturo, tho 
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specimens were heated linearly to a stress-relief temperature of either 
593°C (1100°F) or 649°C (1200°F). 
In order to evaluate stress-relief cracking tendencies, under 
high-stress conditions, a small preload was applied to the specimens 
immediately after peak temperature was reached, and a stress of 483 MPa 
(70 ksi) was applied shortly after the stress-relief temperature was 
reached, The times to failure were recorded, with a maximum time of 30 
min given for specimens to break. The final specimen diameter at each 
fracture surface was measured and percent reductions of area were 
calculated, A heat treated GLEEBLE specimen which did not break during 
the alotted time is shown in Figure 8. 
For this investigation, JOPPA rotor, KANAWAH rotor, the con-
ventional CrMoV forging, the conventional NiCrMoV forging, and Tl steel 
were tested using the GLEEBLE 1500 unit at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute. The axes of the specimens were in the longitudinal direction 
of the rotors and forgings and in the rolling direction of the Tl steel. 
The Lehigh Restraint Test 
Tho Lehigh Restraint toot(6S) is a widely established butt-weld 
cracking test which has been used to study hydrogen-induced cold crnck-
tng and stress relief cracking. For this study, a subsh:e 15. 2 cm (6 
in) x 10.2 ca (4 in) spocimon wna usod as shown in Figun 9. The 
modified rastratnt apccillon hne boon usad auccossfully in invoatigAtions 
ot Lehigh Unlvareity. (69> 
lnit:lnlly, tho apoclllan la prohaatad (if desired). A root pnH la 
thon daposltctd 1n tho lc>ngitudlnnl groove uchtncd :fn the contor of tho 
epociactn. If tho apoctacm h utctd to cvnlunta cold cracking, .it ta 
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sectioned through the bead 24 hours after welding at three locations and 
polished to locate any cracks near the root. A typical cold crack found 
in this investigation is shown in Figure 10. 
In order to utilize the modified Lehigh Restraint specimen to 
evaluate stress relief cracking, a "safe" preheat temperature must first 
be determined for which no cold cracking will occur for the steel being 
tested. The restraint is welded using the adequate preheat determined 
and stress relieved to a desired temperature and a desired heating 
rate. After cooling, the specimens are sectioned in such a way that the 
two halves of the specimen are attached solely by the weld metal -- that 
is, the two ends of the specimen are cut through the holes shown in 
Figure 9. The specimen is cooled in liquid nitrogen and one side of the 
specimen is placed in a vice. The other side is struck with a hammer so 
that the specimen fractures through the weld area. The fracture 
naturally seeks out any cracks present in the weld metal or heat 
affected zone. Cracks forming during stress relief ore discolored Crom 
oxidation. 
In order co effectively rate these cracks, n cracking index is 
employed. n,e cracking index fs a measure of the crack crons-sectional 
area compared to tho croH-seccionnl oraa of the wld11ent at that point. 
n10 lndcx is dctonunod by projecting tho area of tho crock on o plane 
porpondlcular to tho vold114nt at tho canter of the vald. 
For thia invc.nt.lgation, the Loh'lgh Rontroint cost vn1 uaed to etudy 
both cold crncking and stress rolicf crack.1ng fol' tho follovtna 
Mtor.lnla: JOPPA rotor. ICAHAllAll rotor. thct convontlonnl CrKoV forging, 
and tho- convonUonnl HlCrHoV forging. Tho longltudlnd AXH of oU 
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restraints were oriented with the transverse directions of the rotors 
and forgings. 
In order to evaluate cold cracking tendencies of these materials, 
the restraint was used to determine a "safe" preheat temperature where 
no cold cracking would occur using the weld schedule in Table 4. The 
safe preheat temperature was determined within 28°C (50°F) -- that is, 
if a safe preheat temperature of 204°C (400°F) was found for a 
particular material, no cracks were observed in a restraint preheated at 
204°C, while cracking was observed in a restraint preheated 28°C lower 
at 177°C (350°F). 
In order to evaluate stress-relief cracking tendencies of these 
materials, a series of restraints were preheated to 288°C (550°F) to 
avoid cold cracking, welded according to the schedule in Table 4, held 
in a furnace at 204°C (400°F) for 8 hours and stress relieved at 593°C 
(1100°F) for 15 hours. The specimens were heated from the 204°C hold 
temperature to the stress relief temperature at a rate o! 28°C/hour 
(50°F/hour). Cracking indices vere determined £or one aeries of spec-
imens ba&ed on tho procedure described above, while another 10ries were 
nactioned through tho velds nt 3 locationa and polished nnd axtualned. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Diffusible Hydrogen Measurement 
The results of hydrogen evolution tests performed on the two spools 
of El00-T5 wire used in this project are shown in Table 5, Three tests 
were performed on spool 2 and arc presented with previous readings 
performed on spool 1. Results for both spools are similar and verify 
that a consistently low level of hydrogen was introduced during all of 
the weldability tests performed in this investigation. This hydrogen 
level approaches the minimum practical level obtained in co11UUercial 
practice, and is rated "low hydrogen" in some specifications. 
Hydrogen-Induced Cold Cracking 
A) Granjon Implant Tests 
Results obtained from the Granjon Implant test arc presented 
:ln Figures 11 , 12, and 13, and in Table 6. 
Figure J l shows implant curves for nll of the materials tested 
in the project welded vith n heat input of Il.7 kJ/cm (30 kJ/in) and no 
preheat. It m.ny bo seen that the toot produced rapid, short time 
failureo for high stress teats. An tho stress vas reduced, failure 
tlmes bocllJIO longer (delayed failure). Eventually, the ttDO to Cailuro 
bacallO infinite, and for thoso partlcul4r vol.ding condltionA pra1ent, 
them, VH n criUcnl atreH ot or bolov vhich Collura vould not occur at 
nll. For oxm:rpla, for ASll a atrau balw nbout 483 KPn (70 ket) vlll 
noc: produce hydroscm dolAy~d crnck !aaUuroa undctr tltoao vold:tng cun-
dttlon1. Suob vith aUd 11u11copt1bUJty to cuck.lng tended to hAvo 
nonrly tl~t. conatnnt •trc,, curvo, vhtlo nor~ 1cn•ltlv@ 1toolw 
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exhibited curves whose stress level decreased substantially with 
increasing time to rupture. 
The critical delayed cracking stresses associated with the 
Figure 11 curves are given in Table 6. Also given is the ratio of the 
critical delayed cracking stress to the yield strength for each 
material. This parameter is important because the residual stresses 
associated with welding are generally considered to be 50% or greater of 
the base metal yield strength. 
The implant curves for the comparison engineering steels were 
relatively flat, high stress curves as seen in Figure 11. Grade A285 
had a critical stress which was over twice as high as its yield 
strength. This steel, in fact, showed no susceptibility to cold crack-
ing whatsoever because the test speci.men failures which did occur were 
ductile flliluros in notched areas outside of the weld heat affected 
zones due to overload. This steel actually showed some notch 
strengthening effects. A.533 and Tl did exhibit cold crocking, as 
ind tented by their downwardly sloping implant curves. The crack sen-
sitiv.ity of thcsa mntoriala muot be clnBS!ffod as 11Ud, however, since 
the crlticnl stroas for A533 woe npprmciutcly equal to its yield 
ntrcrngth nnd tho crlticnl strase for Tl vaa 80% 0£ tu yiald strength. 
Tho hJatoric turbine rotoro and tho 110dctrn rotor forgings voro 
aoro au1ccpt1blo to cold cracking t111m tho coapnrbon atcnb. Tho 
lnplnnt curvc11 r or those 1Mtodtth nhov aubn.anttal docrtuiauta tn rupturet 
,nroaa vU:b tlno. For nU four of thoto nntorJala, low-atroao apoctaon 
fdluroo occurrod over 100 alnutcu1 a.ftar woldtng. Tho ratios of 
erlUca.l dolAyod erncktna otro.H to y1old atrongth for thuo 11norJab 
vna Al toUOV'lit: IWWIAH rotor. 0.62; CrHo\f tora&ng. 0.53; NtCrffoV 
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forging, 0.24; and JOPPA rotor, 0.17. All four of these materials must 
be considered crack sensitive. The performances of JOPPA rotor (high 
sensitivity), NiCrMoV forging (high sensitivity) and KANAWAH rotor 
(intermediate sensitivity), might be anticipated when considering the 
carbon equivalent values of these steels (Table 2), The CrMoV forging, 
however, performed reasonably well despite having the highest C of any eq 
of the project materials tested and a chemistry similar to JOPPA rotor. 
The CrMoV forging also showed much less crack sensitivity than JOPPA in 
the Lehigh Restraint test, which will be discussed shortly. The 
comparison between the CrMoV forging and JOPPA rotor might suggest that 
cleaner rotor steels are less crack sensitive than their historic 
counterparts; however, the NiCrMoV forging, also a clean steel, was high 
crack sensitive. 
It is clear from previous discussion that preheat is often 
used to prevent hydrogen-induced cold cracking in steels. The implant 
test vas therefore used to observe the response of the two historic 
rotors to preheat. Since JOPPA rotor wos tho most crack scmsitivo 
material obBOrved durJ.ng testing with no proheat, a proheot of 204°C 
(400°F) was opplfod to JOPPA implant apcchu:m nnd bnso ploto asHmbHea. 
The resulting lmplnnt curve, n.long with tho no prohant curve for JOPPA, 
ts shovn in figure 12. Sinco KAHAWAII rotor 1hov~d 1ntoradinto crnck 
RuscoptibUity when tootod vtth no prohaat • " nodarnto preheat of 93•c 
(2oo•F) voa nppllad to thJ1 aatcr.tnl. Tho nault.lng Japhnt curva, 
along vlth tho no prohoat curvct ror KNfAWAII, b 1hovn In Ftguret Jl. tbo 
KANAWAH rotor ratpondctd voU to tho &Odon prohoat; tu crtttc:nl d@h11ad 
crncklng 1traou vtth tllo prchont vu noorly oqual to lU ylold otrcngth. 
JOPPA rotor, on the other hand, had a critical stress which was only 60% 
of its yield strength despite the 204°C preheat. A slightly higher 
stress produced a failure in a specimen over 100 minutes after welding. 
Metallographic studies of the broken implant specimens demon-
strated that the cracking experienced was, in fact, delayed cracking. 
Figures 14 through 17 show scanning electron micrographs from JOPPA 
rotor and KANAWAH rotor implant specimen fracture surfaces at low and 
high magnification. Figure 14 shows the fracture surface of a KANAWAH 
rotor specimen which failed in a short time at a high stress. The 
morphology is predominantly intergranular with the exception of a small 
ductile rupture at the left side of the surface area which represents 
the final, fast fracture of the specimen. Figure 15 shows the fracture 
surface of a low stress-long time to failure JOPPA rotor specimen. The 
surface is almost entirely intcrgranular. Figures 16 and 17 show higher 
magnifications of both oi these specimens and confirm the classical 
intergranulor nature of hydrogen induced failure. While Beachem's 
theory suggested that hydrogen assisted cracking con be ossocioted with 
several fracture modes, intorgrnnulnr fracture was found to be the 
primary mechanism rasponsiblo for cold cracking in this investigation. 
D) Lehigh Roatraint Tests 
n,a Lehigh Rostroint tHt was nppUcd to tbo tvo historic 
rotors and tho tvo 11odarn rotor forging,. Tho tctat: apociun1 vare 
vold~d At 19.8 kJ/ca (50 kJ/ln) nt various prchoot taaparnturoa to 
dctonalno 111nra•• p-rohooto {or onch uterlAl tor vb.lch no cold cncking 
vould occur. Tho re.ult• of aotn1logrnpb1c 11H,cUontng or all or tho 
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test specimens is given in Table 17. The safe preheat temperature for 
each material is given in Table 8. The restraint specimen results 
confirm those obtained from the implant test. The KANAWAH rotor and the 
CrMoV forging required moderate preheats to avoid cracking. The NiCrMoV 
forging and the JOPPA rotor required higher preheats. Metallographic 
sectioning suggested that MnS inclusions may be associated with cold 
cracking in some of these materials, Figure 18 shows a void which 
formed around an MnS inclusion at the fusion line in a KANAWAH rotor 
restraint specimen, The JOPPA rotor, which required the highest preheat 
(288°C) in order to avoid cold cracking, had only one isolated crack in 
a specimen preheated to 260°C, 28°C (50°F) lower than the safe preheat 
temperature. The crack is shown in Figure 19, Further examination of 
the crack revealed the presence of two sulfide inclusions within the 
crack, at locations A (the origin) and Bin Figure 19. These inclusions 
are shown in Figures 20 and 21. Since polished sections of this spec-
imen in planes nenr the crack showed no crocking, the inclusion at 
location A appears to be responsible for the crack 
The above observations suggest chat sulfide inclusions may 
contribute to cold cracking susceptibility. The low sulfur CrHoV 
forging required a substantially lover preheat than the JOPPA rotor to 
ovoid crack.ins, doapitc tbo compositional stmularitios botvoon tho tvo 
ateola. Hovevor, tho NJ.CrHoV forgJng. also lov in sulfur, oxhibltod 
con<tidorabla aondtlvity to colcf cracking J.n (agrcount vlth its por-
fona.anco in tha laplnnt t~at). For tho latter antorlal, atrool 
clonnlinHo land no bonof lclnl affect vlth rogard• to cold crnck·lng. 
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The results of both cold cracking tests suggest that turbine 
rotor steels can be welded without this form of cracking if adequate 
preheat is present. Variability exists among the steels; the carbon 
equivalent formula cannot adequately predict crack susceptibility. 
Individual testing of rotors under consider~tion for repair may be in. 
order. 
Stress Relief Cracking 
A) GLEEBLE Tests 
Results of GLEEBLE tests run on project materials are given in 
Table 9, The times to failure for the 593°C (1100°F) stress-relief 
temperature cycle showed that the modern rotor forgings performed best, 
followed by the historic rotor materials and Tl. Percent reduction in 
area are also given, as ductility of simulated HAZ specimens has been 
directly related to stress relief cracking susceptibility. The ranking 
of materials in terms of percent reduction in area wns the same as that 
given by the times to failure for the 593•c cycle. Tho 649•c (12009 F) 
stress-relief temperature cycle ranked the materials in the some order 
in terms of times to failure, however the percent reductions in area 
show no crond. 
Microscopic exoination of cho fractured CLEEBLE spacusona 
shoved tho cracking waa predominantly intorgranulnr, the ec,chantam 
aHoclntod vit.h roboat crnckfog. • f'.lguro 22 1hova intorgl'Anulnr cracking 
belatnd n fracture ourface of n &pociaon, vhilo tho aeonnlng aloctron 
aicrogrnph Jn Ftauro 23 rcrvonln A lrncturo 1urfaco thnt .ti aonly 
Jntararanulnr. 
The results of this test might suggest what may occur when a 
rotor repair weld is subjected to conditions of severe restraint. The 
stress level used, 483 MPa (70 ksi), would be near the elevated 
temperature yield strength of these materials. 
B) Lehigh Restraint Tests 
The Lehigh Restraint test was used to evaluate stress relief 
cracking susceptibility for an actual weld root pass with a 
slowly-heated stress-relief cycle. Conditions in this test should be 
more representative of rotor repair weld root pass than the GLEEBLE 
test. 
Restraint specimens from the two historic rotors and the two 
modern rotor forgings were welded at 19,8 kJ/cm (50 kJ/in) and stress 
relieved 28°C/hr (50°F/hr) to a peak temperature of 593°C (ll00°F). Tvo 
sets of specimens were welded in this manner. One set of specimens was 
sectioned at three equally spaced locations in the veld and polished and 
examined. while the second set was sectioned through tho wold in liquid 
nitrogen by the procedure previously described. 
Both methods of specimen examination revealed little stress 
relief cracking in those speciaans. The NiCrKoV spociacn sectioned and 
polished shoved no cracking in any 0£ tho three locations, vhlla tho 
specimen broken in liquid nitrogen showed only a nall nron of crncking 
near th~ end of tha wold beod. The oxidized aurfnco extended ovor A fev 
gra1H ond thareforo hnd n crack.Ing f.ndH of loH than 1%. 
The KANAVAU rotor hnd a alJght crack at one locotion of ono 
elde n! tho void for tho apocb1on 1JCCtion1d ,and polbhod, and an 
isolated region of cracking on the specimen broken in liquid nitrogen. 
The cracking index was also less than 1%. 
The CrMoV forging exhibited slightly greater crack sus-
ceptibility than the aforementioned materials. The specimen sectioned 
and polished showed a slight crack one side of the weld at two 
locations, while the specimen sectioned in liquid nitrogen had a very 
thin section of cracking near the root over most of the weld section. 
While much of the root area showed cracking, the degree of cracking was 
slight. The average cracking index was less than 5%. 
The JOPPA rotor had the most stress relief cracking in the 
restraint test, The specimen sectioned and polished had cracking on 
both sides of the weld at all three locations, but like the other 
materi~ls the lengths of the crack were very short. The specimen 
sectioned in liquid nitrogen showed cracking in several areas, but the 
average index was again less than 5%. 
The results of the stress relief cracking studies indicate 
that rotor steels can be welded successfully without this form of 
cracking. The joint design in the Lehigh restraint test results in a 
large stress concentration designed to initiate cracking. Since crack-
ing was vary slight in the Lehigh restraint cost, use of a carefully 
designed l'oot configuration in a rotor repair veld should avoid this 
problem. 
Tho GLEEBLE toats suggest thnt if vary high roaidual stroa,cs 
or roatrninc is present. straH roUo! cracking uy occur in rotor 
atuola in tho chnrnctartatic low ductility, tntorgra.nulAr !n1hton. 
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The stress-relief cracking tests were unable to establish any 
clear ranking of the four materials evaluated, therefore the effect of 
steel cleanliness and inclusions on this form of cracking was not 
determined in this investigation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Examination of four turbine rotor steels for weldability has 
produced the following conclusions. 
1. The Granjon Implant test indicated that turbine rotor steels are 
susceptible to hydrogen-induced cold cracking. The ratio of critical 
delayed cracking stress to yield strength was lower for these materials 
than the ratios determined for several weldable engineering steels. 
2. Considerable variation exists in cold cracking susceptibility of 
rotor steels. While one historic rotor displayed a critical cracking 
stress which was 60% of its yield strength in non-preheated implant 
specimens, another historic rotor required a preheat temperature of 
204°C (400°F) to obtain the same percentage. 
3. The carbon equivalent formula cannot adequately predict the degree 
of cold cracking susceptibility of turbine rotor steels. 
4. Electron metallography determined that the fracture mechanism for 
cold cracking in these materials is intergranular, the mode commonly 
associated with defot'1114tion of steels in the presence of hydrogen. 
5. Tho Lobigh Restraint test confirmed results obtained with the 
implant test. 
6. Polished croas-aoctiona of Lohigh restraint teat specimens auggostod 
that H.angancurc sulfide inclusions any initiate cold cracks. 
7. Slraulntod hont-affcctcd zone studios u1ing tho GLEEBLE deaonstrotod 
thnt utrcusa roliof crack.Ing can occur ln thaae 11111tor.lflb if voldaonta 
aubJoctod to high roaidunl atroeae,. 
8. Electron metallography of GLEEBLE specimen fracture surfaces con-
firmed that stress relief cracking is also intergranular. 
9. Stress-relief cracking studies using the Lehigh Restraint test 
indicated that the susceptibility of turbine rotor steels to this form 
of cracking is slight and should be avoidable in industrial welding. 
TABLE 1 
Chemical Compositions and Properties of Project Materials 
Element Weight Percent 
Rotor Steels ComEarison Materials JOPPA KANAWAH Conv.CrMoV Conv.NiCrMoV Tl A285 A533 
C 0.30 0.22 0.31 0.27 0.17 0.20 0.19 
Mn 0.81 0.56 o. 71 0.28 0.87 0.49 1.24 
p 0.013 0.033 0.008 0.005 0.008 0.01 0.008 
s 0.015 o. 025 0.006 0.008 0.018 0.018 0.019 
Si 0.32 0.15 0.25 0.05 0.22 0.04 0.21 
Ni 2.60 0.45 2.81 0.84 0.08 
Cr 0.97 0.17 1.12 1. 73 0.57 0.12 
Mo 1.26 0.38 1.28 0.37 0.48 0.44 
V 0.23 0.063 0.25 0.08 0.04 
Sn 0.014 trace trace 
Other a b C d 
Yield 
. Strength 665 501 648 648 815 186 485 MPa 
Tensile 
Strength 806 632 814 786 875 345 sso MPa 
% Elon- 11 24 19 23 30 28 30 gation 
FArrso 
<·c> +167 +100 +81 -61 
a Trace Cu, Al, As, Sb b Traca Al, As, Sb 
c 0.26 Cu, 0,002 B 
d 0.10 Cu 
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TABLE 2 
International Institute of Welding Carbon Equivalent 
Values of Project Materials 
Material 
JOPPA Rotor 
KANAWAH Rotor 
Conv. CrMoV Forging 
Conv. NiCrMoV Forging 
T-1 
A533 
A285 
Carbon Equivalent 
0.927 
0.609 
0.992 
0.940 
0.606 
0.521 
0.282 
TABLE 3 
Weld Schedule for Granjon Implant Tests and Diffusible Hydrogen Measurements 
Process - Gas Shielded FCAW 
Wire - El00-T5 
Wire Diameter - 1.6 mm (l/16") 
Heat Input - 11.7 kJ/cm (30 kJ/in) 
Voltage - 28V 
Current - 300 Amps 
Travel Speed - 43,2 cm/min (17 in/min) 
Shielding Gases - 75% Ar - 25% co2 
Gas Flow Rate - 50 cfh 
Plate Thickness - 3,5 cm 
Plate Size - 20.3 cm x 15.2 cm x 3,5 cm 
Weld Design - 7.6 cm bead-on-plate 
Preheat Temperatures - ambient. 93.3°C (200°P), 204.4°C (400°F) 
TABLE 4 
Weld Schedule for Modified Lehigh Restraint Tests 
Process - Gas Shielded FCAW 
Wire - El00-T5 
Wire Diameter - 1.6 mm (1/16") 
Heat Input - 19.8 kJ/cm (50 kJ/in) 
Voltage - 28V 
Current - 300 Amps 
Travel Speed - 25.4 cm/min (10 in/min) 
Shielding Gases - 75% Ar - 25% co2 
Gas Flow Rate - 50 cfh 
Plate Thickness - 2.5 cm 
Plate Size - 15.2 cm x 10.2 cm x 2.5 cm 
Weld Design - Lehigh Restraint Groove, 10.2 cm bead 
Preheat Temperatures - Varying 
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*Rcfercnce62 
TABLE 5 
Hydrogen Evolution Tests of El00-T5 Wire 
Diffusible H2 Content ml/100 gms weld metal 
0.9 1.0 
0.9 0.8 
50 
1.1 
0.8 
Average 
1.00 
0.83 
TABLE 6 
Granjon Implant Test Results. (11.7 kJ/cm heat input, 
no preheat unless otherwise indicated) 
Critical Delayed Critical Delaied Cracking Stress 
Material Cracking Stress, MPa Yield Strength 
JOPPA Rotor 110 0.17 
JOPPA, 204°C 396 0.60 preheat 
KANAWAH Rotor 310 0.62 
KANAWAH 1 93°c 465 0.93 preheat 
CrMoV Forging 345 0.53 
NiCrMoV Forging 155 0.24 
A285 414 2.23 
ASJJ 483 1.00 
Tl 655 o.so 
SI 
TABLE 7 
Results of Cold Cracking Study Using the Modified Lehigh 
Restraint Specimen at a Heat Input of 19.8 kJ/cm (50 kJ/in) 
Preheat Temperature 
Material oc (OF) Test Results 
JOPPA Rotor 149 (300) Severe Cracking 1 
204 (400) Moderate Cracking 
260 (500) Slight Cracking 3 
288 (550) No Cracking 
KANAWAH Rotor No Preheat Severe Cracking 
121 (250) Slight Cracking 
149 (300) No Cracking 
204 (400) No Cracking 
Conv. CrMoV Forging 149 (300) Slight Cracking 
177 (350) No Cracking 
Conv. NiCrMoV Forging 177 (350) Slight Cracking 
204 (400) No Cracking 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - .. ... - - - .. - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - .. 
1severo Cracking - Specimen cracked on both sides of veld at 3 locations 
equally spocod down length of wold. 
2trodornto Cracking - Spocimon cracked on one side of veld nt 3 locations 
equally spocod down length of veld. 
3sHght CracUng - Spactmcn cracked on one side of wold at only ono of 
throe equally spaced locations down length of veld. 
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TABLE 8 
Minimum Preheat Temperature Required to Avoid Hydrogen-Induced Cold Cracking in Modified Lehigh Restraint Specimens at 
a Heat Input of 19.8 kJ/cm (50 kJ/in). 
Material 
JOPPA Rotor 
KANAWAH Rotor 
Conv. CrMoV Forging 
Conv. NiCrMoV Forging 
53 
Required Preheat Temperature (°C) 
288 
149 
177 
204 
TABLE 9 
Results of GLEEBLE Tests 
A) 593°C (1100°F) Stress-Relief Temperature 
Material Times to Failure(min) Avg. Time(min) Avg.% RA 
1) Conv. CrMoV Forging Broke Outside HAZ 
2) Conv. NiCrMoV Forging 1142 /No Break-30 min 
3) JOPPA Rotor 553/ISJO 
4) KANAWAH Rotor 
5) Tl 
013/142/023 
0081021 1020 
B) 694°C (1200°F) Stress-Relief Temperature 
Material 
1) Conv. CrMoV Forging 
2) Conv. NiCrMoY Forging 
3) JOPPA Rotor 
4) KANAWAH Rotor 
5) Tl 
Times to Fnilure(min) 
No Break-JO min 
247 
124 
002 
001 
Avg. % RA 
7.8 
0.8 
10.8 
8.2 
12.4 
9.0 
4.7 
3.6 
JOPP 
CrMoV 200X 1 Nital etch 
Figure 3. C4s-shieldad flux cored ore welding (61). 
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